On 1 November 1834, a medical student in his twenties arrived in Paris to study medicine. He stayed until 30 June 1835. It is not known for certain who he was, but he was probably James Surrage from Clifton, Bristol, the son of a medical man and a non-conformist. He attended the winter session at the Paris medical school while he was a student at the Edinburgh medical school. Fortunately for us, the daily diary he kept while in France has survived, and it is a diary of immense historical interest.

To undertake such a visit was not as rare as one might suspect. Apparently some 300 English medical students travelled to Paris every year in the 1830s, not because they thought that Parisian medicine was necessarily more advanced than medicine in Edinburgh, Glasgow or even London and they got no credit, no certificate or licence by going abroad. They went because they wanted to know how medicine was practised in France and, as the editor says, they got "the best of both worlds". To do so, they had to pay for lodgings, coals, food and drink, and also the fees to attend lectures. In Edinburgh, a student might manage the winter session on as little as £10, but a few spent up to £500. Most English students in Paris were studious, but a few behaved as hooligans outside the hospitals, "singing, music, blowing horns etc." (p. 6).

This diarist (let\'s call him Surrage) seems, as the editor says, to have been "a highly organised but by no means boisterous young man of cultivated tastes" (p. 2). As well as attending lectures, ward rounds and dissections, Surrage showed great interest in French architecture such as the Cathedral of Notre Dame, and he was thrilled by the Louvre. He was also interested in, and often scornful of, politics in France. Unlike most of his contemporaries today, he was fluent in French. He seems to have been an intelligent, industrious, enterprising, and critical young student.

Almost every page of the diary provides at least one new insight, often slight, into French medicine and medical education. Two examples: first, he attended a lecture on midwifery and was shocked when "two women were introduced & we had, one after another, to examine them \[vaginally\]---Sages Femmes, & students together", adding that it was "a pity that some of our old maids in England did not pop in ... it would furnish them with scandal, & tabletalk for the next month" (p. 62). The teaching of medical students and midwives together was not something he would have seen in Britain.

Secondly, there is a lot about Pierre Charles Alexandre Louis who specialized in diseases of the lungs, and many other physicians and surgeons who will be familiar names to medical historians. Surrage had firm opinions on who was worth hearing and who was not, but he was most impressed by Louis. Today Louis is famous for his statistical approach to therapies, known at the time as the "numerical method of Louis". First published in 1832, it was highly praised by many physicians in Britain. Indeed one elderly English physician said in the 1830s that it was by far the most important advance in medicine during his lifetime. But Surrage, while admiring Louis\' lectures on diseases of the chest, seems not to have heard of the "numerical method" either from Louis or anyone else in Paris. It suggests that Louis\' method was out of kilter with the ideas of the Parisian medical establishment.

It is often a thankless task to write an introduction to a diary. Many editors content themselves with a few biographical details. Here, however, Diana Manuel has written a long and absolutely excellent introduction which cannot be recommended too highly. She has managed to write what is, in effect, a broad, scholarly and very readable survey of European medicine and medical education in the 1830s without in any way eclipsing the importance of the diary itself. It is this, as well as the exceptional diary that makes this such a notable addition to the series of supplements to *Medical History*. And I guess that Surrage would have been delighted by his editor.
